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Abstract: Spatial distribution of rice blast disease caused by Pyricularia grisea was examined under

natural field epidemic through the test of randomness of infected plants by fitting Poisson distribution,

negative binomial distribution, ordinary runs and doublet tests. Poisson distribution did not describe the

data on the observed frequency of infected plants, while it was well described by the negative binomial

distribution,  thus  indicating  the  occurrence of aggregation pattern of infected plants in a population.

The high negative values of standardized-Z obtained through ordinary run test at higher levels of incidence

indicated nonrandom pattern of occurrence of infected plants and spread of the disease by alloinfection.

Predominantly higher random distribution of infected plants were indicated by ordinary run test at lower

levels of incidence. On the contrary, doublet test revealed a random pattern at higher levels of incidence,

when the data were nonrandom. Combined test revealed agreement between the two tests in 67.7% of the

cases studied and disagreement in 32.4% cases, most of the disagreements resulting from ordinary run test

indicating non-randomness and doublet test indicating randomness. Ordinary run test and negative binomial

distribution were preferred to study the spatial distribution pattern of rice blast disease, because they

revealed realistically the field situation.
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INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge on the pattern of spatial distribution of

infected plants in a field epidemic Contributes

substantially to a better understanding  of  the dispersal

behaviour of  the organism  as  well  as  the spread of

the  disease.  The  infected  plants in  a  field  are

expected  to occur either  in  random  pattern  or in

aggregation  pattern.  Aggregation pattern suggests that

the disease spreads from plant to plant through

alloinfection, while random pattern suggests it to be

spreading within the plant through autoinfection.

Several statistical procedures have been developed to

test such patterns of plant disease spread. van der

Plank  proposed doublet analysis as a technique to[17]

identify the type of pathogen movement in field plots.

Several researchers have used this approach .[5 ,6 ,8 ,11]

Madden et al.  evaluated tests of randomness of[11]

maize dwarf mosaic virus infected plants of sweet corn

through ordinary run test, original doublet and

corrected doublet analyses and preferred ordinary runs

test over others. Shew et al.  attempted to fit the[15]

frequency of southern stem rot lesions of peanuts to

four discrete frequency distributions and concluded that

the data were best fitted by negative binomial

distribution. The pattern of bacterial leaf blight disease

development and spread in rice was studied by Nayak

and Ranga Reddy  and they preferred negative[13]

binomial distribution and ordinary runs test over

doublet test. Studies on the spatial dispersion of rice

blast lesions in a population revealed the basic

components of the lesions to be aggregates which are

contagiously distributed in the field [12]

The use of the discrete beta-binomial distribution

for modeling aggregated binary data  and the distance[10]

class analysis to identify nonrandom patterns of disease

increase  have been suggested. Recently, Huang and[14 ,9]

Chiang  employed geo-statistical method, spatial[7]

autocorrelation analysis and tests for spatial

autocorrelation of Moran’s and Geary’s C to assess the

spatial autocorrelation for leaf blast disease and

evaluate its randomness. An attempt has been made

through the present investigation to study the pattern of

spatial distribution of infected plants and spread of rice

blast disease under natural field epidemics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Twenty five day-old healthy seedlings of the highly

blast susceptible rice cultivar HR-12 were planted into

a plot of 40 cents area with a spacing of 20 x 15 cm.

Perfect cleanliness was maintained by regular weeding

to avoid disease contamination. Fertilizer was applied

in the form of Urea @ 120 kg N ha , in two split-1

doses. The crop was well managed in order to create

conducive atmosphere for disease development.
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Ten observation sites, each consisting of five rows

of 50 plants each were randomly selected within the

experimental plot, leaving 10 border lines all around.

Critical observation was taken every day to note the

disease initiation. Natural disease incidence was

recorded on each plant in a row at every fifth day,

beginning from initiation of the disease till completion

of the epidemic. The assessment was made on the basis

of the presence or absence of the disease in each plant

in a particular row.

The spatial distribution pattern of the infected

plants were studied by testing the goodness of fit of

the observed frequency data to the expected frequency

distribution through Poisson distribution, negative

binomial distribution ; ordinary run analysis  and[1] [3 , 4]

doublet analysis . A run is defined as a succession of[17]

one or more identical symbols, which are followed and

preceded by a different symbol or no symbol at all, in

an ordered sequence of two types of symbols i.e.

diseased and healthy.  A doublet consists of two

adjacent diseased plants equal to one doublet, three

adjacent  diseased  plants  equal  to two doublet and

so on.

In the present experiment, m  represents the number

of infected plants in a row with a total number of

plants equal to N. The total number of runs can be

represented by the symbol U . Under the null hypothesis

of randomness, the expected value (E) of U  is given

by:

E(U) = 1+2m(N-m)/N

The observed number of runs will be less than

E(U), if there is a clustering of infected plants.

The standard deviation of U is given by:

uS  = [2m(N-m){2m(N-m)-N}/{N (N-1)}]2 ½

the standardized U  is given by:

u u  Z ={U+0.5-E(U)}/S

the constant 0.5 being the 'correction for continuity'[4]

Under the null hypothesis of randomness, the expected

number of doublet  is given by:

E(D)=m(m-1)/N

The  observed  number  of  doublet  will be

greater than E(D), when there are clusters of infected

plants.

The standard deviation of doublet   is given by:[17]

DS =[{m(m-1)/N}{1-2/N}]½

The standardized D  is given by a Z-statistic with
the appropriate expected value and standard deviation

usubstituted for E(U) and S . Unlike the Z-statistic for
ordinary runs, however, this value for the doublet will
be a large positive value, if the infected plants are
clustered.

Data on infected plants were grouped into class
intervals of 10 plants each (except the first and the last
group consisting of 8 plants) to estimate per cent
agreement between ordinary run and doublet tests at
different levels of disease incidence. Percent agreement
was calculated as the sum of the number of cases
when the two tests indicated randomness and non-
randomness, divided by total number of cases, which
are 250 in the present experiment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Results: The data on the observed frequency of
infected plants were not described by Poisson
distribution, since the variance to mean ratio (s / x)2 

significantly exceeded unity (7.77), while it was well
described by the negative binomial distribution with
low k value (k = 2.72) indicating aggregation of
infected plants.

Fig. 1: Observed (points) and expected (solid line)
number of doublet and standard deviation
(broken line) in relation to the number of
infected plants. Multiple data points are
indicated by different symbols.

Different properties of the doublet test and ordinary
runs test at a few selected levels of disease incidence
are presented in Table 1. The observed number of
ordinary runs was lower than the expected number,
resulting in negative values of standardized Z, except
for 20% cases, where it was positive. In contrast, the
observed numbers of doublet were higher than the
expected number, resulting in positive values of
standardized Z in 94% cases studied. The observed and
expected number of doublet increased with the increase
in the number of infected plants (m), till m  approached
the total number of plants (N) in a row (Fig.1), while
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Table 1: Results  of  ordinary  run  (U)  and doublet (D ) tests of blast infected rice plants   at a few representative levels of disease

incidence (m)

m Observed Expected Std. Deviation Z* P**

5 U 7 10.0 1.212 -2.062 0.0197

D 1 0.4 0.620 3.389 0.0003

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15 U 15 22.0 2.928 -2.220 0.0132

D 8 4.2 2.008 2.141 0.0162

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

25 U 17 26.0 3.499 -2.429 0.0075

D 16 12.0 3.394 1.326 0.0926

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

35 U 13 22.0 2.928 -2.903 0.0019

D 27 23.8 4.780 0.774 0.2195

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

45 U 7 10.0 1.212 -2.062 0.0197

D 41 39.6 6.166 0.308 0.3783

* Standardized variable: large negative values indicate aggregation with ordinary run test while large positive values indicate aggregation with

doublet test.

** Level of significance

Table 2: Comparison between the two tests by way of classifying into random or nonrandom patterns of disease spread at different levels of

disease incidence (m)

m                  Num ber of ordinary runs                    Num ber of doublet

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------

Random Nonrandom % of nonrandom Random Nonrandom % of nonrandom

2-10 48 21 30.43 33 36 52.17

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11-20 42 40 48.78 39 43 52.44

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

21-30 19 33 63.46 37 15 28.85

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

31-40  7 17 70.83 24 0 0

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

41-48  5 18 78.26 23 0 0

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Combined 121 129 51.60 156 94 37.60

Table 3: Agreement between ordinary runs and doublet test at different levels blast disease incidence

                                  Number of rows with

Number of infected plants ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Agreement(%)

R:R* N:R R:N N:N Total

2-10 31 2 17 19 69 72.46

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11-20 35 4 5 38 82 89.02

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

21-30 19 18 0 15 52 65.38

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

31-40 7 17 0 0 24 29.17

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

41-48 5 18 0 0 23 21.74

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Combined 97 59 22 72 250 67.60

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Percentage 38.80 23.60 8.80 28.80

R* = Random; N = Nonrandom; the first symbol refers to results for the ordinary runs and the second symbol to those for the doublet test.

R:R and N:N  represent agreement between  the two tests and N:R and R:N  represent  disagreement

those of ordinary runs increased till m  approached 50%

N and then decreased as m  approached N (Fig.2).

Similarly, the standard deviation of D  increased with

the increase in m , till m approached N (Fig.1). The

uvalues of S  were low when m was small, reached the

maximum around 50% N and then decreased as m

approached N (Fig.2).

The ordinary runs test could classify 51.6% cases

as nonrandom, while 37.6% were classified as

nonrandom through doublet test (Table 2). At the

lowest levels of disease incidence (m< 10), 69.6%

cases were classified as random through ordinary runs

test, while 47.8% were random through doublet test.

Ordinary runs test indicated 70.8 - 78.3% cases to be

nonrandom  at  higher  levels  of  disease  incidence

( m > 30 ), while doublet test classified 100% cases as
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Fig. 2: Observed (points) and expected (solid line) number of ordinary runs and standard deviation (broken line)

in relation to the number of infected plants.   Multiple data points are indicated by different symbols

Fig. 3: Three-dimensional netted diagram showing the pattern of spatial spread of rice blast disease from the focal

center and depicting two adjacent foci just at the time of coalescence. Note the disease gradient from the

focal center towards the periphery of each focus.

random at higher level of incidence ( m  > 30 ). In

other words, doublet test indicated a random pattern at

higher levels of incidence when the data were

nonrandom.

Comparison of ordinary runs and doublet through

combined test (Table 3) clearly displayed 72.5 to 89%

agreement between the two tests at lower levels of

disease incidence (m<20), while it decreased to 21.7 to

65% agreement at higher levels of incidence (m>20).

Of the total cases studied, there was agreement

between the two tests in 67.6% cases, while for the

rest of the 32.4% cases; there was disagreement

between the two tests. Majority of disagreements (23.6

%) resulted from ordinary runs indicating non-

randomness, while doublet indicating randomness. Only

22 of the cases of disagreement (8.8%) resulted from

ordinary runs test, indicating randomness, and doublet

test indicating non-randomness.  

It is apparent from these analyses that rice blast

disease occurs in a random pattern at initial stage of

the epidemic buildup, the infected plants being

randomly distributed all over the field. The disease

spreads from the originally infected plants onto the

immediate neighbouring plants through alloinfection,

the rate of spread between plants and within the plant

depending upon the prevailing weather conditions as

well as the host plant resistance. During the course of

epidemic development, the originally infected plant
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reaches highest level of disease severity and the

proportion of disease severity reduces with distance

from this source of the inoculum, thus forming a

distinct infection focus centered around the original

source of inoculum and maintain a distinct infection

gradient. This gradient is maintained till there is no

contamination from external sources. Two such

adjacent foci, just at the stage of coalescence, are

depicted through a three dimensional netted diagram

(Fig 3). The disease development, characterized by

rapid  rate of autoinfection at the periphery compared

to that at the center, causes the flattening of the

gradient, resulting in a uniform epidemic all over the

field. Thus it results in a rapid increase in the number

of doublet and decrease in the number of runs, which

has been clearly depicted in Fig 1 and 2.

Discussions: In a natural population, where the

individuals are distributed randomly i.e. independent of

each other, the variance (s ) at each population density2

is equal to the mean (x). The existence of mutual

attraction among the individuals leads to aggregation,

resulting in the variance more than the mean, which

has been measured most widely using k in the

expression s  = m+km , derived from the negative2 2

binomial distribution, while the mutual repulsion leads

to regularity which makes variance less than the mean.

The observed frequency of infected plants in the

present experiment revealed that the variance was

greater than the mean (7.77), suggesting that the

Poisson distribution could not describe the distribution

of infected plants. On the other hand, it was well

described by the negative binomial distribution with

low values of k (2.72) indicating aggregation of

infected plants. The k value in negative binomial

distribution is an index of dispersion, where

aggregation increases as the values of k decreases .[16]

The low k value obtained for the frequency of infected

plants in the present investigation, indicate aggregation

pattern of blast disease spread. These findings are

further supported  by  those  reported  by Mohapatra

et al.  that the basic components of rice blast lesions[12]

in a population are aggregates which are contagiously

distributed in the field. Such aggregation pattern of

disease spread permits the new infections to occur very

close to the previously infected plants, the disease

intensity being higher at the center compared to the

periphery of the focus, thus forming disease gradient,

which are steeper during initial stage of epidemic

build-up. Several such gradients, characterized by

increased apparent infection rates with distance from

the source of inoculum, become rapidly flatter, thus

forming an uniform epidemic all over the field

(Mukherjee et al. unpublished ). Two such selected

adjacent foci, just at the stage of coalescence are

depicted in a three dimension netted diagram (Fig.3),

which clearly exhibits the pattern of such focal

development of this disease 

One would expect a few number of ordinary runs

in such highly aggregated infected plant population. On

the other hand, random distribution of infected and

healthy plants would be expected if the spread of the

disease is not from plant to plant, as in case of several

monocyclic simple interest diseases, which results in

quite large number of runs. The lower number of

observed runs accompanied with significantly higher

negative values of standardized Z obtained in 51.6%

cases in the present investigation, indicated aggregation

of infected plants and healthy plants. Although the

aggregation pattern was predominantly high at higher

levels of disease incidence, the lower level of incidence

(m  < 10) was dominated by random pattern (69.6 %).

The gradual reduction in the percentage of random

occurrence of infected plants with advancement of the

epidemic, further suggests that contaminations from

external sources are predominantly low and the spatial

spread of the pathogen is from infected plants within

the plot. This is further substantiated by the fact that,

other neighbouring plots grown with rice cultivars,

which do not support production of inoculum,

surrounded this experimental plot.

The sources of inoculum for the aggregated plants

appear to be the randomly infected plants during the

beginning of the epidemic from where the disease

spreads through alloinfection. The fact that these

originally infected plants occur randomly in a plot, is

further evidenced by predominantly high occurrence of

random pattern of spatial distribution of infected plants

at lower levels of incidence (m<10), characterized by

the presence of higher number of runs and lower

number of doublet. The usefulness of these types of

tests of randomness is based on the van der Plank's[1 7 ]

postulate that the clusters of infected plants indicate the

spread of the pathogen from plant to plant, provided

the individual samples lie within homogeneous areas,

which is still an acceptable postulate based on the

present findings. A random pattern of occurrence of

diseased plants, although does not indicate the spread

of the pathogen from plant to plant, as well as the

source of inoculum; in case of the rice blast disease in

the present investigation, the source of inoculum

appears to be either the infected seeds or the air borne

conidia. 

A few number of doublet would be expected if a

pathogen does not move from plant to plant (random

pattern), while a pathogen spreading from plant to plant

(aggregation pattern) would give rise to a large number

of doublet. The higher number of observed doublet

accompanied with significant positive values of

standardized Z indicates that the disease spread in a
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nonrandom pattern in 37.6 % cases, rests of the 62.4%

cases being in random pattern. Although about 52% of

the cases were identified as spreading in nonrandom

pattern at lower levels of incidence (m<20) through

doublet test; at higher levels of incidence (m>30), it

indicated 100% random pattern. Random distribution of

infected plants is expected at lower levels of incidence.

But 100% random distribution of infected plants at

higher levels of incidence, detected through doublet test

appears unrealistic, especially when the disease spreads

from plant to plant, which might be due to the

differences in their standard deviations. Converse et

al.  and Madden et al. , similarly stated that the[2] [1 1 ]

formula for the doublet test proposed by van der

Plank,  overestimates the standard deviation for high[17]

proportions of diseased plants. It is due to such reasons

that majority of the disagreements between these two

tests arose out of ordinary run test indicating non-

randomness, while doublet test indicating randomness.

There was an increase in standard deviation with

increase in m , resulting in a corresponding decrease in

standardized Z through doublet test. Under such

circumstances of small values of Z, one cannot reject

the null hypothesis of randomness in favour of

aggregation. In ordinary runs test, the standard

deviation approaches zero as m  approaches N, resulting

in larger values of Z. Under such circumstances, one

rejects the null hypothesis of randomness in favour of

alternative hypothesis of aggregation. Thus, at higher

level of disease incidence, ordinary runs test indicated

non-randomness, while doublet test randomness when

the data were nonrandom. Hence ordinary runs test was

preferred over doublet test to study the pattern of

spatial distribution of rice blast disease in the natural

field epidemic.
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